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VOCABULARY Some terms to understand:

• tenant farmers (544): farmers who live on and work land that someone else owns and

to whom they pay a portion of their crops as rent 

• replaceable (544): one that can be removed and another put in its place 

• manual (546): done by hand

• unintended (546): not planned for

• portable (547): capable of being carried from place to place

• forges (547): special fireplaces used for heating metal to hammer into shapes

• tariffs (550): taxes on imports or exports

• reaper (550): machine that cuts grain or gathers crops

ORGANIZING INFORMATION Use the following items to complete the chart below.

• the Clermont • replaceable plow blades • seed drill

• steam engine • steam locomotive • iron 

• water-powered loom • cotton gin • canals with locks

EVALUATING INFORMATION Mark each statement T if it is true or F if it is false.

1. The enclosure movement meant that lands were fenced off into small plots.

2. When farmers rotated crops they left fields unplowed so that the soil could

rebuild its nutrients.

3. Land, money, equipment, and labor are the main factors of production.

4. No inventor could improve on the hand-powered loom.

Agriculture Manufacturing Transportation
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5. Steel was important because inventors could use it to make machines that

could withstand high steam pressure.

6. The steam engine improved land transportation but had no effect on water

transportation.

7. The Bessemer process was a cheap way of producing gas for streetlights.

8. The telegraph never became a practical communication device.

9. Charles Goodyear’s vulcanization process is the basis of today’s rubber

industry.

10. Great Britain was the last of the major European countries to become

industrialized.

REVIEWING FACTS Choose the correct items from the following list to complete the

statements below.

tariffs factory system steam engine

“Turnip” Townshend farm workers battery

dots and dashes water power Great Britain cotton gin

1. introduced the system of crop rotation into England.

2. By the 1800s, many had been forced off the land and

moved to the cities where they became a large source of labor.

3. Richard Arkwright’s spinning mill of the 1780s was the start of the modern

.

4. Because of Eli Whitney’s , the southern United States

became the major cotton producing center of the world.

5. Drawbacks to using were that it was not reliable and

could not be moved from place to place.

6. Locomotives and steamboats were both powered by .

7. Morse code was a system of used to transmit the

alphabet.

8. The Italian scientist Alessandro Volta made the first ,

which provided a steady source of electric power.

9. The country that led the Industrial Revolution was _________________________.

10. France imposed on foreign goods to protect its own

industries.
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